There has been great interest in the optical properties of self-assembled GaAs-based quantum dot ͑QD͒ structures during the last few years due to their broad potential application in optoelectronic devices. For example, QD lasers covering spectrally the optical fiber telecommunication range ͑1.3-1.55 m͒ show some improved characteristics, such as low threshold current and its temperature insensitivity expressed by high T 0 values, both due to three-dimensional carrier confinement and deltalike density of states.
1,2 On the other hand, large inhomogeneity of the ensemble of dots can be utilized in the applications requiring broad gain spectrum, such as tunable lasers, superluminescent diodes, and semiconductor optical amplifiers ͑SOAs͒. The quantum dot SOAs are a class of promising optical devices with expected properties such as high saturation power, multiwavelength operation, and high speed response. 3 However, in this case the control of the polarization of the emitted light and obtaining QD-based polarization independent amplifiers has become a main challenge because of the strongly TE-polarized gain, 4 related to their geometry and strain distribution One of the ways to overcome this limitation is the shape engineering of the QD material and hence modifying the polarization properties of the optical gain function. It has been proposed to use "columnar QDs," grown by close stacking of InAs submonolayers on top on a seed QD, to obtain a significantly increased height/base width ratio. [4] [5] [6] Almost polarization independent modal gain and loss were recently demonstrated. 7 In this letter, we focus on the understanding of the optical transitions and the electronic structure of such uncommon QD system, which has remained largely unexplored so far. Among the open questions are, for instance, the real content profile within the dots and hence nature of the confinement potential, the number of confined states in these relatively large dots, the character of the surrounding two-dimensional ͑2D͒ layer of the whole stack ͑which replaces the ordinary wetting layer ͑WL͒ in standard Stranski-Krastanow QDs͒ and its influence on the dot properties, etc. Using the advantages of modulation spectroscopy in the form of contactless electroreflectance ͑CER͒, as its absorptionlike character and high sensitivity to optical transitions including also the QDrelated ones, 8, 9 it has been possible to investigate the electronic structure in detail. In order to support the interpretation of the CER spectra a standard high-excitation photoluminescence has been measured and effective mass calculations of the energy levels for the dots and the 2D layer have been performed based on the structure parameters determined from the cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy ͑TEM͒ images and composition profiles.
The sample investigated here was grown by solid source molecular beam epitaxy by close stacking of InAs and GaAs layers on ͑001͒ oriented GaAs substrate. The active part has been preceded by a GaAs buffer and then capped with 100 nm GaAs cap. The columnar dots have been obtained by submonolayer stacking, i.e., the repeated deposition of 0.62 ML of InAs and 3 ML of GaAs on top of a layer of a standard self-assembled InAs/ GaAs QDs formed by depositing 1.8 ML of InAs. The stack of 16 layers ͑InAs/ GaAs pair repetitions͒ gave structures with columnar dots, as shown in the TEM image in Fig. 1 . However, the plane-view TEM ͑not presented here͒ has shown that the base of the columns is rather rhombus in shape, with diagonals alongs the ͓110͔ and ͓1−10͔ directions and their length ratio of 1.22. The shape of the cross section taken along the ͓110͔ direction ͑i.e., shorter of the diagonals͒ gives almost ideal 20 ϫ 20 nm 2 square. the dot ͓Fig. 2͑a͔͒ and out of it, i.e., across the 2D layer ͓Fig. 2͑b͔͒. The technical details of the TEM experiment and derivation of the layer composition have been described elsewhere. 10, 11 Contactless electroreflectance has been measured placing the sample in a capacitor with a semitransparent top plate allowing us to measure the normalized changes in the sample reflectivity coefficient caused by the applied ac voltage of 2 kV ͑an electromodulated reflectivity spectrum͒. 9 Both CER and photoluminescence ͑PL͒ have been measured using lock-in technique in a setup based on 0.55 m focal length monochromator and thermoelectrically cooled InGaAs PIN photodiode as a detector. Further details of the setups can be found in Refs. 12 and 13.
As the TEM data show, the whole structure, in fact, includes two confined systems: the columnar dots, with almost uniform In content over their height at the average level of about 30% and a 2D layer, formed by the evolution of the initial wetting layer upon the repeated deposition of InAs/ GaAs layers. The latter forms a quantum well ͑QW͒ with a thickness of about 20 nm and average In content on the level of 16% ͓the dependence of the QW composition in the growth direction based on which the confinement potential can be derived is seen in Fig. 2͑b͔͒ . Figure 3 shows room temperature CER and PL spectra measured on this columnar dot structure. For the modulated reflectivity spectrum a fitting procedure has been used 12, 13 which allowed generation of the moduli of particular transitions. This makes the comparison of the spectra simpler and enables us to observe the real confined state transition intensities ͑oscillator strengths͒. The spectra can be divided into three parts. At the energy of about 1.42 eV a strong CER feature is observed, related to the band gap transition in the bulklike layers of the sample, which is also the barrier for the dots and the 2D layer. There are two transitions observed in both types of spectra at the low energy side, which are related to the dots. Finally, a number of CER features in the range between 1.24 and 1.4 eV connected with the 2D layer ͑InGaAs/ GaAs QW͒ are visible, a fundamental transition of which agrees with a peak in PL. The two groups of transitions can be distinguished experimentally already. First, the QD transitions are usually broader due to more inhomogeneity factors contributing to the total spectral linewidth of the ensemble ͑the first lowest energy transition with significantly smaller broadening indicates the ground state transition in the QW, i.e., the one at 1.24 eV in both spectra͒. Second, due to fractional coverage of the surface, the QD-related features in the modulation spectra are usually much weaker than any of the 2D systems in the same sample ͑like those coming from the wetting layer or any other quantum wells͒, which makes the interpretation even easier. In order to confirm that, we have performed calculation of the QW confined state energy levels in the effective mass approximation, taking into account the potential shape exactly after the In content profile from Fig. 2͑b͒ . Further details regarding the material parameters and calculation approach exploiting the transfer matrix method can be found elsewhere. [14] [15] [16] The results are presented in Fig. 3͑b͒ in the form of bars, whose height corresponds to the intensity of the transition ͑its overlap integral taken between the respective envelope functions of the confined states in the valence and conduction subbands͒ and position to the transition energy. As it can be seen, both calculated features agree very well with those from the CER spectra ͑see the CER moduli͒. The main transitions ͑the strongest intensity ones͒ are labeled in Fig. 3͑a͒ , according to the general notation klH͑L͒ for the transition between the kth th state of the valence subband to the lth state of the conduction subband for heavy ͑H͒ or light ͑L͒ holes, respectively. In spite of the large number of states confined in this relatively wide well with rather complex and asymmetric potential shape, only very few of them give high oscillator strength, as clearly observed in the CER spectrum. In the second step, the two remaining lowest energy transitions need their identification. We have performed calculations assuming the dot geometry after the above-mentioned TEM data with the content profile after Fig. 2͑a͒ . We have used fully three-dimensional treatment and calculated the strain field using a linear continuum elasticity model. 17, 18 Next, the piezoelectric charges originating from the presence of the shear strain are calculated ͑with composition-dependent piezoelectric constant͒ and the piezoelectric potential is obtained upon solving Poisson's equation with a variable dielectric constant ͑which is dependent on the local composition͒. 18 The three-dimensional Schroedinger equation has then been solved within the effective mass approximation including the following potential components: the band offsets, the above-mentioned piezoeffect related and strain-related ones via valence and conduction band deformation potentials. All the material parameters have been taken after Ref. 14. We have obtained that under these assumptions very few states are confined in such dots despite their relatively large size. This is related to the very weak in-plane confinement due to the In-containing 2D layers around the dots. Within a reasonable range of band offsets ͑typically 65%-85% for the conduction band for these contents and defined before inclusion of the strains 14 ͒ only one electron level is always found to be confined and up to three and two levels for heavy and light holes, respectively. However, this always gives no more than two transitions with significantly high oscillator strength ͑the ground state heavy hole and light hole related ones͒, the energies of which are typically by at least 60 meV higher than the experimental ones, which is in part related to the neglected exciton binding energy and in part to the limitations of the single band model, which has been proven to overestimate the transition energies in comparison to the eight-band k · p. 19 In spite of that, the whole picture seems to be in reasonably good agreement with the experiment and explains the origin of the two spectral features related to the columnar QDs which have a heavy-hole-like and light-hole-like character, respectively. Unfortunately, the single band model cannot predict properly the polarization properties of these optical transitions. As it has been suggested previously for the case of similar stacked QD structures, 7, 20 the enhanced intensity ratio of the TM to TE-polarized edge emitted PL could be related to the valence band mixing effect ͑which is not present in single band approach͒ and significant ͑or even dominating͒ contribution of the light hole character to the ground state transitions. In order to confirm this for our columnar dots and explore further electronic structure details as, for instance, the dependence on the number of stacked layers, etc., eight-band k · p calculations are in progress, results of which will be the subject of an independent publication soon.
In conclusion, we have investigated the origin of the optical transitions and basics of the electronic structure for a sample with columnar InGaAs/ GaAs quantum dots based on contactless electroreflectance and photoluminescence spectra and effective mass energy level calculations exploiting the structural data from TEM images. It has been obtained that the dots are surrounded by a 2D layer forming a broad quantum well with almost uniform content of approximately 16% and partly graded interfaces giving several intense optical transitions. This 2D layer, on the other hand, makes the confinement potential of the columnar dots shallow enough to confine only one electron state and a very few states for the holes, producing only two significant QD transitions in the spectra.
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